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British Isles
Scotland 1967-68

Northern highlands There have been a great number of new climbs of up
to 1000 ft over the past two years, but until the area is better known their true
significance cannot be judged. Tom Patey climbed two 900 ft VS routes on the
Fiddler (Ben More Coigach)-one with Martin Boysen, one solo-but other
wise had concentrated on sea cliffs. Apart from the Old Man of Hoy he has
discovered two other fine 'virgin peaks' (sea stacks), both over 200 ft high-Am
Buachaille (about 10 miles south of Cape Wrath) and the Old Man of Stoerr.
The latter should become one of the classic"climbs of Scotland-perfect rock,
fine situations and continuously Severe with a Mild VS crux.

The islands The most important development had been the further explora
tion of Harris. Aurora, 680 ft, VS (J. Grieve and M. A. Reeves) is perhaps the
best route so far on the great cliff of Strone Ulladale but apparently only gives
a vague indication of what the cliff still has to offer. On Skye until 1968 there
were few noteworthy innovations, but Thor (800 ft, VS, C. Boulton and A. C.
Cain) in Coire a'Mhadaidh will very probably prove to be the most difficult,
and one of the best, routes on the island. In 1968 parties l~d by I. Clough and
H. MacInnes explored the South faces of Blaven and Clach Glas and produced
over a dozen routes of between 400 and 650 ft length, some of them rivalling
the best existing routes on the island for sheer quality. Outstanding among
these was The Great Prow which is everything that Thunder Rib fails to be,
even though low in the VS category. The island of Rhum has seen a great
spate of short new routes and the neighbouring island of Eigg was explored in
1967 by parties led by Clough. The South wall of the Scuir of Eigg is a mile
long rampart attaining 500 ft in height. There are now four routes up it, the
best of which is Eagle Chimney, 250 ft, HS and the hardest is The Flue, 270 ft,
VS. On Arran, the third of the long parallel cracks on the Meadow Face of
Beinn Tarsuinn was climbed by I. G. Rowe and I. Dundas, in 1967; BogIe, 820

ft, VS and A2. The other two crack lines, of similar standard, difficulty and
quality, are called The Rake (W. Skidmore and R. Richardson, 1962) and
Brachistochrone (McKeith and M. Galbraith, 1966). These three climbs are
among the best on Arran to date, although West Flank Route (500 ft, VS,
Skidmore, Richardson, Crawford and Madden, 1963) which follows a long
system of faults on the Rosa Pinnacle of Cir Mhor, remains the 'plum' of the
decade. Of more recent importance is Bluff (250 ft ,VS, H. Donohoe and E.
McLellan, 1968) which goes directly up the front of the upper pinnacle. It
seems certain that this route will fast become used as the 'direct finish' to the
South Ridge Direct for those wishing to maintain the standard and excellence
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of the lower part. An 'unclimbable' lump of granite, The Bastion of Cioch na
h-Oighe, gave a fierce 300 ft route, Klepht, to two Englishmen A. J. Maxfield
and R. Wilde in 1967.

Cairngorms In the last three years, these mountains have yielded some fine,
hard, and very long natural routes which must rank among the best in the
country.

Following the example shown by Dynosaur and The G£ant, B. W. Robertson,
A. Fyffe and W. Wilkins created The Blue Max (I ,zoo ft, VS, AI) on the central
slabs of Creag-an-Dubh Loch. Also in 1967, Culloden, a shorter but presumably
very hard route, was put up by the Barley brothers on a previously unclimbed
buttress. 1968 brought two further good routes. K£ng Rat (950 ft, VS, Az;
Fyffe and J. Bower) is a magnificent vertical crack line on perfect granite. It
follows the face at its greatest height and runs up the corn~r of Central Gully
Wall between The Mousetrap and Waterkelpie Wall. Cougar, by M. Rennie and
P. Williams, is a 600 ft route (VS, Az) which threads its way up a very steep and
impressive part of Central Gully Wall to the right of The G£ant.

The cliff at the opposite side of the glen, Eagles Rock, was opened up in 1967
by J. McArtney and D. Duncan. They made three routes-Lethargy, Nomad's
Crack and Indolence-all excellent crack and groove lines about 450 ft long
and of varying degrees of severity. Fyffe and J. Glennie added Abstention and
in 1968 G. Hunter followed up with Green Slab and A Likely Story, all VS
routes of character and on good rock.

Even Lochnagar, famed for its winter climbing but generally not so satisfactory
in summer, has given two important rock routes on the Tough-Brown Face;
Mort (600 ft) and the shorter Oypt, two long-standing problems, fell to M.
Forbes and M. Rennie by fierce free and artificial climbing. The winter ascent
of Pinnacle Face (winter grade V; K. A. Grassick, J. Light and A. G. Nicol;
January 1966) was followed by West Gully D£rect, the steep 200 ft ice-fall at
the foot of West Gully (IV; Fyffe and M. Mowat).

After nine years of waiting Parallel Gully B received its second winter ascent
in six hours (McArtney and Fyffe) and soon after had two further repetitions.
Polyphemus Gully, Douglas-Gibson Gully, Eagle R£dge and Parallel Buttress,
all V, have also been repeated in recent years.

Further north, in Coire na Ciche of Beinn a' Bhuird, Trident gave a grade IV
winter route while The Watchtower (z50 ft, VS) and Lamina (500 ft, S), were
added to the list of summer routes. In Coire an Dubh Loch of the same moun-
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tain, Tearaway (650 ft, VS) was climbed and in the Garbh Choire North-west
Couloir gave a fine grade HI winter route.

On Creagan a' Choire Etchachan, Aberdeen climbers added Stiletto (the 'thin
crack between Dagger and Djibangi' reported in AJ. 72. 159), Scabbard and
Djibangi Direct Start-all VS. They also made the following important winter
contributions: Djibangi and Tal£sman (both V; reported previously) and
Flanking Ribs (IV) and Red Chimney Direct Finish (IV-V).

There was also some activity in the Garbh Choires of Braeriach, the best of the
summer routes being Koala, a 450 ft VS corner line, by McArtney, Fyffe and
Duncan. In winter, more fine climbs followed the long awaited ascent of The
Great Rift; Sphinx Ridge and Phoenix Gully (both IV) in Garbh Choire Mor
were climbed by J. Light and partners, while in Coire Bhrochaine G. trange,
R. Simpson and J. Bower climbed the very fine West Buttress Direct which
gave 700 ft of grade IV climbing. These routes give a vague indication of the
future potential of these more distant corries.

In the Loch Avon horse-shoe, Longbow Crag received a lot of attention in the
early 60S (Longbow Direct, 600 ft, VS; Sandpiper, 600 ft, VS; Wig-wag, 750 ft,
VS; Slab and Groove 450 ft, VS) but since then most attention has been turned
to the more impressive Shelter Stone Crag. The repetition of The Needle was
the first sign of things to come and in 1968 the first new routes since 1961 were
worked out. On the Central Slabs or 'Shield', 1. Rennie and Strange climbed
the obvious central corner. This route, Thor (450 ft, VS, A2) would probably
not be possible but for the introduction of American hardware. One 40 ft
section is reputed to have been led by the alternate insertion of two rurps! Also
on the Shield, R. Carrington and J. Gardner climbed a very hard route-the
crack line to the left of The Citadel-which is as yet unnamed. Further right,
between Citadel and The Needle, lies another unnamed climb by J. Porteus,
K. Spence and Carrington, which should give fierce climbing up a fine steep
line.

Other recent contributions to Cairngorm climbing are the development of
Lurcher's Crag in winter and the ethy Slabs in summer. On these last,
J. Cunningham has made several long VS routes of the Etive Slabs mould.

As we go to press, news comes of the first important route of the 1969 winter;
Strange, Simpson and B. Finlay have made a grade IV ascent of Theseus
Grooves; the great cliffs of Creag-an-Dubh Loch are currently the centre of the
Cairngorm 'scene'.



147 Scottish willter climbillg: 1\I10me Rath ROllte, JOO ft, J V, 011 the East face of
Gearr AOllach. Glencoe Taken from a srance on Wabe. Nore figure below left
icicle. Phoro: Ham; h lVIadnnes
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Ben Nevis has suffered from a comparative lack of significant new routes since
1966 but many of the hard lines such as Torro have been repeated. The new
climbs that have been done, however, still have the characteristic evis length,
e.g. The Liquidator, 600 ft, grade V, and Psychedelic Wall, 600 ft, VS, being
typical.

Glencoe has been the scene of significant developments of a different type
from the Cairngorms and Nevis.

The first of these is the forcing of 'blank' walls by a combination of hard free
and artificial climbing. Freak-Out and Flip-Out on Aonach Dubh by D. Bath
gate and A. McKeith, and Bathgate and A. Fwing are 300 ft, VS and A3 routes
of a high standard.

The other advance here is the opening up of the higher, hitherto neglected
crags on Bidean nam Bian; in 1967 J. Marshall and R. Campbell climbed
Unicorn, an impressive 365 ft, VS corner on the South Buttress of Stob Coire
nan Lochan, and in 1968 J. Hardie and W. Thomson produced several good
hard climbs on the intimidating West face of Church Door Buttress, the most
important of these routes, Kingpin 350 ft, "\ S, ranking with the best in this
area.

Shibboleth (on Buachaille's 'Slime Wall') had at least three repetitions in 1968.
Boysen, who made the first Sassenach ascent, considered that this climb must
have been the hardest route in Britain pre-1960.

Many other climbs have been produced which, although fierce, lack the length
or line to make them very important. This winter, however, has produced a
spate of good new routes, the best being some of the grade IVs, such as Wabe
by I. Clough, H. MacInnes and J. Hardie, Mome Rath Route by Fyffe and
J. McArtney on the East face of Gearr Aonach, and West Chimney on Church
Door Buttress by Fyffe and MacInnes, ..vhich at 600 ft is probably one of the
best winter climbs of recent years in Glencoe

Arrochar has yielded some routes on the Brack which give a much needed
shot in the arm to this area; all by W. Skidmore, R. Richardson and J. Crawford
in various permutations during 1967 and '68. The best of these were Mainline,
(VS and, at 400 ft, Arrochar's longest route) and a fine winter ascent of Great
Central Groove. On the South Peak of the Cobbler, McLean's Folly is a hard
direct finish to GroSSe11 Zinnen which commemorates a Creag Dhu drop-off
of some years ago. Allan Fyffe and Ian Clough
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The Lake District 1967-68

Borrowdale The last edition of these notes (A.J. 72.153) mentioned the spate
of new routes on Goat Crag, Borrowdale. The Nunn and Woolcock guide
(Borrowdale, F.R.C.C., 1968) gave an opportunity for a fair assessment of the
new discoveries and it appears now that the good routes are all VS or above.
It is reckoned equally important as the Castle Rock but further developments
on Eagle Crag are becoming well known. Daedalus has had three ascents and is
now regarded as XS. The Girdle is also XS, and perhaps the best route in
Borrowdale; it has had three more ascents. Before leaving Borrowdale mention
must be made of Eyrie, excellent, and Tince! Wall on Gillercombe Buttress.
Both are Nunn and Woolcock inventions and repetitions rate them both quite
hard, at HVS.

Eastern Fells Most of the hard routes here have had several ascents, and in
particular those on Dove Crag are becoming classic. The three big routes
have been done in one day-by one party-but the main activity has been
extending the scope of the area by intensive exploration. The most important
find is Rainsborrow Crag in Kentmere. There are now almost a dozen routes
on this large vegetated cliff (discovered independently by Soper and igel
Rogers). The best of them, produced after some competition, are probably
Silmal'if (HVS) directly up the centre by Soper and AlIison, and Starkadder,
XS, by Roper, Meldrum and Rogers. Both have had several ascents and other
routes such as Cold Comfort and Big Business included in the repertoire make the
crag a valuable addition which is easily accessible.

Langdale The new guide (Langdale, F.R.C.C., 1968) has made the various
XS's popular, and Eliminot (White Gill) has had two ascents, by R. Valentine
and the Holliwells. Razor Crack (Neckband) had been done four times and is
regarded as very hard but reasonably protected. Soper had led an attractive
looking route on the mossy slabs ofPavey Ark, right of Stoat's Crack and another
worthwhile route is the Wood and Austin slab left of Razor Crack, probably
now the hardest single pitch in Langdale.

Dow Crag Dave Miller's guide-book field work for Dow Crag (Dow Crag
Area, F.R.C.C., 1968) included a second ascent of Balrog (very hard physically,
but well protected) and lsengard, having had four ascents is believed to be of
simjlar standard. The hardest of Les Brown's 'A' Buttress trio is Sidewalk,
with an extremely difficult first pitch, the route remaining serious the whole
way.
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Buttermere The search for ne\\' c1ift's yielded the aptly-named Green Crag,
originally to the West Cumberland :\lountaineering Club, but later taken over
for development by Austin and oper. Paper Tiger, hunt amd Mensches'l-'ic
are amongst their contributions. 1 he first is no dcubt the best, giving compara
tively easy climbing in a very impressive situation. A large, green, wet corner in
the centre of the crag gave Thorgrim (HVS) and both this and Saraband (XS)
have had second ascents by Soper and R. Valentine. They also made an HV
girdle of Eagle Crag, finishing up the impressive tower left of Central Chimney.

Gable-PilIac-Scafell-Eskdale The Eskdale face of Gable has had
continued attention and now has perhaps the most formidable group of climbs
in the forthcoming Gable and Eskdale guide~ by Pat Fearnehough. The Tomb
and The Troll, to its left, have been repeated and M. Burbage has made another
nry hard climb, since led by Clarke.

Another remarkable renaissance is that of Pillar, after decades of neglect. In
the last two years, twenty-two new routes have been made, many of great
difficulty and importance. Cram's routes Puppet and Gondor which take the
big an~te left of Gomorrah (the original name reinstated for Route 2) are both
XS. Both these routes and Sheol and cylla Direct have I:ad repeat ascents, and

cylla must be one of the b~st route in the Lake District. In style and environ
ment the Pillar routes are co:nparable to those on Clogwyn du'r Arddu. artin,
\\ ilson and owan have m:lde another very hard route (XS) up the leaning
right wall of Grooved Wall. It needed a fair amount of aid and is called Black
Widow. Finally, a series of routes was done on the Shamrock by Lounds and
Eilbeck.

K. Jackson led two new routes on Scafell East Buttress, the first being Dyad
(left of Leverage) with considerable aid and clifficulty, the other right of
Leverage with no aid and only mild HVS-Fulcrum. The dry summer of 1968
meant that many of the 'wet' Ea t Buttress routes were done several times,
including Moonday and Armageddon-the latter apparently not as hard as
hitherto thought. Holy Ghost-the hardest route on Scafell ?-has been repeated
by both A. Liddell and K. Wood, who also made the third ascent of Leverage.
The break right of Moonday has also been climbed at HVS, Minotaur, led by
S. Clarke with G. Oliver.

In Eskdale, Isherwood and Taylor climbed the groove between Red Edge and
Black Sunday (Esk Buttress) which they called Hydra. It has been repeated
twice and now only uses one peg. Both Spec Crack and Flanker have now been
repeated, the latter two or three times. Fearnehough reports that Spec is the
easier of the t\\'o. at HYS.
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Back on Scafell Les Brown's Nazgul has been repeated by 1. Roper, who com
pares it to Phoenix in technical difficulty but found it not so sustained. Long Stand
is the line (HVS) up the Moss Ghyll wall of Central Buttress taken by Soper
and E. Cross. Two steep lines on Mares Nest Buttress, Pike's Crag, were done
by Roper, Isis and Osiris, both VS. Tony Moulam1

Wales 1967-68

The eventual publication of the guide Clogwyn du'r Arddu (Climbers' Club
1967) even if its cover, like some leaders, does fall off, seems to mark the end
of an era. It was perhaps inevitable and forecast in words by Joe Brown a few
years ago when he said he preferred new short interesting climbs to anything
he had done before. However, this is the view of a major innovator, and lesser
men follow his earlier example and still over-frequent the big black cliff.

The centres of big new activity have changed, and now Gogarth and LIech Ddu
are the favoured arenas.

Craig Gogarth (Anglesey). In 1967 the Holliwells scoured the upper tier
of Gogarth, and provided five new routes. The first was Yellow Scar (HVS)
which takes the yellow corner, prominent in the upper part which is luckily
not as dangerous as it looks. Gladiatot (HVS but low of the grade) is well worth
doing and Black Spot (VS) is a nice little route with a fairly hard crux low down.
It has repulsed several parties! Patk Lane is excellent, becoming classic at XS
and V.F.O. (XS) is technically very hard on its innocuous looking second
pitch-although the position is not serious. Geoff Cram, having deserted the
Lakes, provided an HVS kft of Central Park called Doomsville, and there were
several other routes claimed by others, of doubtful status. Naturally all this
activity has reduced the scope considerably, but the Holliwells managed three
more routes in 1968. Hypodermic (left of Sytinge on the main cliff) is the best of
them and is just XS.

Llech Ddu (Carneddau) is now a major climbing ground and here the Holli
wells have made enormous contributions. Scatface (between Central Route
and The Groove) is XS and its crux is the second pitch; the third is a magnifi
cently placed diagonal line across the face of the pinnacle. This was done in
1967, but 1968 saw the series continued, first with Zenith (XS) which takes a

I Without the help of Allan Austin, the Holliwell brothers, Nigel Rogers, Ian Roper and
Frank Wilkinson I could not have compiled these and the following notes-A.J.J.M.



148 Tlte Mammoth, XS, Craig Gogarth Peter Crew on first 3 cent. Photo: Ken
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groove right of the Great onter with a double roof overcome \\~th urpri ing
ease. An unimpressiye looking line right of The Groove proved an thing but
unimpre sive on closer contact-Blit:::/m:eg (XS), and what is probabl the last
chimney in Wales-that right of As/wnt Chimney-became Skid Row (HV ).
The impressive wall, between Skid Row and Endor is very hard (XS) (the



9 Doomroille, H VS, Craig Gogarth Laurence Holliwell climbing, in this and
lowing photos, all taken by Le Holliwell
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150 Heros/ra/us.
XS. Lledl Ddu
First ascent
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Holliwell have done it twice); it i called Herostratus and needs two p gs
and a sling for aid. To finish this wave of exploration a urprisingly good route
to the terrace, left of Central Route, lipid's hzspiration (H\" ) was found, and
Gytrack (round the left an~te of Askant Chimney) followed loose rock (X ), but
it is now reputed to be quite sound. The line follows a difficult shallow groove
to a more prominent ea ier one.

Rest of Carneddau till on the arneddau, Potts and Boysen found Great
Gully Wall to be very hard (X ) and surprisingly long. lIfur y "iwl has been
spoilt by a direct pitch which avoids pitches 3, 4 and 5! This hould really be
provided with a direct start lip the evil looking groove rising to the right edge
of the first stance, to make a long hard and independent route.

] 51 lipid's inspiration,
H V ,Llech Ddu First
ascent
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Craig Cwrwgl-the Pillar of Elidir, by courtesy included in the Carneddau
guide, has been the scene of considerable activity, C. T. Jones and I both having
long held the view that it was worth exploration. Our efforts mentioned in the
1967 review (the VD called Sospan Bach and the VS The Yazar) , continued
on the main slab with Soffits (HS) and Armours (VS). Gillman and Charity
contributed Elidir Rib (VS), left of the Pillar, and The Laxative (VS) was done
by R. Cole and Osbourne; it takes the left edge of the prominent rib 100 yds
right of the Pillar and is best started by the fierce-looking crack just on its left
wall (S).

Llanberis Pass Activities here have been concentrated, or diffused, on the
south side. Two routes enjoy the wet pleasures of Craig Rhaeadr, The Mush
room (VS), Sinker and Isherwood, and The Sewer (HVS) Boysen and Isher
wood, although the former may bear some relation to earlier climbs. Dinas
Mot's East Wing has been girdled, starting from the top of the Nose, at HVS
by R. Evans and Kellas. Evans and Herley also produced The Wobbler (HVS)
starting at Beorn, both routes done in J966. Clogwyn y Ddisgl provided The
Curate's Egg (VS) and Sedilia (XS).

Tremadoc Several routes have been made by as many parties on the Tremadoc
cliffs, but perhaps the best discovery in the area is the Moel y Gest quarry. It is
approached by a steep ramp, or a path behind the cemetery! Nearly twenty
routes have been done by the Holliwells, Quigley and Mossman. Even the
severes (only two of them so far) are reputed to be very hard. Recommended are
Damocles, Cut-Throat, The Swinger and Contrast. More climbs have been done
on the various 'secret crags', mainly on the middle cliff. Icarus, Pistachio, and
Verdigris, all HVS, by J. Brown, C. E. Davies, and Cain are the hardest, but
Highway (Davies and Moulam) is a pleasant VS in good position. A multi
coloured cliff near Aberdaron gives exercise on unbelievably rotten rock with
long unprotected pitches. The Grice, R. Conway, Moulam and Jones, and
Hidium (the Holliwells) are both never-to-be-forgotten experiences! Perhaps
best not repeated, except for the rock scenery!

Another good discovery, visible from the Conway Valley, is Cae Coch quarry.
The best route here is The Nave (HVS) (C. T. Jones, Moulam and H. Drasdo)
but Transect, Embargo and Tendency are all good at VS and even Gwydyr Gully
is worthwhile at HS.

Finally Lliwedd still, surprisingly, yields new routes. Ellipis (Moulam and
Drasdos) takes a line up the middle of the Elliptical Face and an excellent line
leads from Three Pinnacle Gully to Matchstick Corner. Both give good VS
climbs. Tony Moulam
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Outcrops 1967-68

Gritstone still provides a surprlsmg number of new routes, and though
many of them are in the peripheral areas there are one or two notable exceptions.
It is perhaps worth mentioning first of all that there are still new crags to be
found, for instance Stannington Bluffs (near Sheffield), discovered by Chad
wick and A. Evans, gives about fifty routes of technical merit, up to about 35 ft
high. The Bollington quarries have also been exploited, mainly by C. Taylor,
and there are between fifteen and twenty routes, some of quality.

Staying with quarries, but in the Saddleworth-Chew Valley area, Upperwood
Quarry has been provided with a 60 ft XS, Pipeline, by J. Campbell and J.
Nolan. Den Lane (where there are now access problems due to bad behaviour
of some climbers) has an 80 ft VS, The Link, by Campbell and P. Oldham, who
also led the Drooper free as XS. Dovestones lower left quarry is the setting
for Gatepost Crack (HVS) and many new climbs of up to 60 ft have been done
in the Running Hill pits and Diggle Quarries. Whittaker, Fletcher and J. Smith
have added to the amenities of Heptonstall Quarry, a rather undervalued area,
with Trespass Not (VS), Drainpipe Groove (HVS), Man of God (HVS), Triplex
Direct (HVS), and Red Wall Arete (VS) in the course of a campaign in 1967,

In the more popular areas, and it must be admitted that they are generally
more salubrious, Stanage still yields good routes to those gifted with an eye
for a line-and ability. Gibbon is XS and takes the corner between Terraza
and Orang Outang on the Marble Wall. Buffoon, surprisingly only rated VS,
is 20 ft right of Orang Outang and is very strenuous. Both these and Dracula
(VS) and Cincturato (HVS) are the inventions of John Gosling. J. Perrin
found Censor (XS) starting left of Unprintable but finishing by hard delicate
climbing to reach Townsend's Variation. Pedlar's Rib (HVS) the left an~te of
Pedlar's Slab buttress and Phlegethua, Lethe and Acheron are all VS or HVS.
In 1968 W. Birch and Northcliffe took the overhang of Verandah Buttress,
Old Dragon, HVS, which had once been top roped by R: Mosely and the XS
Stanleyville between Morrison's Redoubt and Mississippi Direct.

Froggatt, mainly the Brookside Section, saw some new climbs, usually rather
short, but The Method (HVS) at the right end of the blank wall right of Swim
mer's Chimney is worth mention. The right wall of Gyron Groove became Miad
(VS) and March Hare, another VS, follows the left wall of Central Gully.

Of several new climbs on various scattered parts of Curbar two near the eastern
end are possibly the most noteworthy. John Gosling led them both, using
some aid. Usurper takes the front of the buttress between Green Crack and
Maupassant and Scroach follows the thin crack just left of Hercules.
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In guide-book work on Kinder, P. Nunn has made many noteworthy climbs
in the last year or so. The latest, an HVS, is a direct version of Legacy and gives
excellent climbing.

Limestone The routes at Priestcliffe, mentioned in 1967, have been followed
up by C. Jackson and P. Gray, who between them led Reciprocator, Zac, Sodium
Wall and Quercus, all HVS although the last may in part coincide with the
first! Thus the cliff is now worthy of a visit by harder men than catered for by
ordinary VSs.

In Water-cum-Joily Dale many artificial routes have been done. Damascus
Road starts as St Paul and gives a hard Az, which is serious because of doubtful
pegs on the second pitch. The Crunch (A3) takes the buttress between Swamp
Wall and Moat Buttress and emerges on bolts over the roof, of 'housebrick
formation which disintegrates when hammered'!

The wall right of Medusa at Stoney Middleton is XS, by T. Proctor and G.
Birtles, called The Pickpocket. Proctor has also led Dies Irae, which was an old
peg climb from Windy Ledge, Lucy Linnaeus, the arete right of Sin, Circe, Scoop
Wall and Our Father, all HVS.

The Plum Buttress has been girdled twice, Savin by P. Nunn and Trevor
Briggs (HVS, 300 ft) and the higher line, Aplan (HVS, 250 ft), by J. Morgan
and B. Toogood.

High Tor has been under assault by many parties, and Proctor made M I
(100 ft, HVS). T. Bolger provided Whig (VS, A2). J. Street did a sort of
counter-diagonal starting at the black caves, crossing Bastion Wall to finish
at the top of the Original. This was alternately led with Ed. Ward Drummond,
and called Delicattessen (HVS). B. Moore contributed Bastille (A3), the wall
right of Flaky Wall.

Two HVSs were made on Thor's Cave, Hagen being a girdle ofthe crag with its
first three pitches excellent (}. Smith and P. Nunn alternating) and Storm
taking a good line left of the cave, by D. Hadlum and party. assam's Crag
gave IS0 ft VS, Aperitif, in 1967 to Nunn, although P. Maddocks had led the
first pitch a few months earlier.

On Beeston Tor, Ivy Gash became HVS when climbed more of less free (}.
Smith), and he and Nat Allen have done The Spider and The Flyover on the
right near The Webb, both at HVS.
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Last of all in Derbyshire the Harpur Hill quarries have received some atten
tion, and The Seven Deadly Virtues is reported to be harder (not surprisingly)
than The Seven Deadly Sins.

In September, 1968 the guide-book to Yorkshire Limestone was published
(Yorkshire Limestone, Yorkshire Mountaineering Club, 1968) and some of the
routes in it have earned a high reputation. The major development recently
has been the emergence of Longcliffe Quarry (near Settle) as one of the most
important of the Yorkshire Crags, with routes of up to 400 ft in impressive
situations. The big lines are The Corner (HVS) and Ivory Tower (HVS) but
more popular are Christmas Crack (VS) and Bay Wall (HS). During work for
the guide Attermire received a lot of attention, but the hardest route-Austin's
lVIellow Yellow (HVS)-still awaits a second ascent. Fantasy (S) is a miniature
classic and Flower Power contains some delightful climbing (VS ?).

The Barley brothers and Austin have added many short problems to the left
wing at Malham but The Macabre and Carnage, though both graded HVS,
are the main talking points. Some opinions are that at least one should be put
up to XS.

Gordale Scar is possibly the most important crag in the area, with John Moss's
The Lyncher (HVS) the best of the later climbs. It takes a fine line and has
difficulty and exposure. Austin's Overhanging Flake has not been repeated,
with its very serious top pitch. At about middle VS, Narrowing Crack and Boy
Wonder are worthy of attention. There are also many more peg routes in the
vicinity of Cave Climb, but the I So ft Ivy Groove, formerly Az, has been led at
HVS by J. Barraclough, with six pegs. Sunshine, Superman and Black Death
by R. Enwright are fine lines at Great Close Scar, but the old classic Scimitar
is still the route of the crag. Another cliff, comparatively unknown, is Hawks
wick (near Almscliffe) but it has the distinction of having one of the best
severes on Yorkshire limestone in BlackJack. Almost on a par for quality are
George (VS) and Stranger Crack (HVS). Finally, a look at Kilnsey Crag,
where peg climbing in Britain really got (and gets) off the ground. The Barleys
opened up two of the most difficult free climbs in the district. Brainstorm
(HVS) takes the wide crack of the original route to the main overhang; halfway
to the overhang it breaks out in a big sweep right round the overhanging mass.
Warlord (HVS) is less serious in appearance, but more strenuous.

Tony Moulam
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